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Abstract
Portable, ecient, parallel programming requires cost models to compare dierent possible
implementations. In turn, these require knowledge of the shapes of the data structures being
used, as well as knowledge of the hardware parameters. This paper shows how shape analysis
techniques developed in the FISh programming language could be exploited to produce a data
parallel language with an accurate, portable cost model. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
1. Introduction
The problem of constructing portable ecient parallel programs is still unsolved.
It originates in the observation that an algorithm that executes eciently in one setting
may be extremely inecient in another. Hence, the challenge is to automatically adapt
the algorithm to match the circumstances. To do this during compilation requires a cost
model that is able to identify which of the two alternative algorithms is faster. To date,
most work has focussed on measuring the impact of changes to hardware as observed
through a small suite of hardware parameters, as in BSP [10,22,31] or Log P [5].
In the process, these cost models make implicit use of additional information about
the program, e.g. the sizes and shapes of the input data structures. Specically, they
treat the size n of the input as a parameter having the same status as the number of
processors p. For a single parallel operation this may be quite reasonable, but it rapidly
becomes untenable when programs are composed, or data structures are decomposed,
as in divide-and-conquer algorithms (e.g. [8,9]), or when programs are used in novel
ways. Examples are given in Section 2. Then apparently reasonable assumptions lead
to erroneous costings. Without a new approach, the only option is to make ad hoc
changes to the language, by adding new structure or limiting its scope, but this becomes
a never-ending process.
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As if this were not enough, there is also the problem of aligning data through
redistributions. Recent work in high-performance Fortran [6] shows how to insert some
redistributions automatically, but this does nothing to aid cost prediction.
The basic problem can also be viewed as one of the programming language design,
where the issue becomes to determine the minimum information that must be supplied
by the programmer to enable the compiler to choose the right algorithm. Clearly, low-
level aspects of inter-processor communication, synchronisation, etc. are best omitted.
Also, the need to automatically create or modify algorithms argues for simple, but pow-
erful reasoning tools, especially equational reasoning. This emphasis underpins work on
parallel functional languages, such as a co-ordination language for existing sequential
code [1,2,7] or as algorithmic skeletons [4,25,28]. The corresponding research program
may be described as follows:
 identify the primitive skeletons from which programs are to be built;
 produce an equational calculus for their composites that supports program renement;
 produce a cost model that supports comparisons between alternative program rene-
ments; and,
 produce a cost-driven search algorithm for program renements.
While there has been some successes [26,30], compositionality remains a serious issue.
Let us examine the program in more detail.
One of the key techniques for constructing skeletons is to borrow list-theoretic com-
binators, such as map, fold and zip, and their calculus, also known as the Bird{
Meertens Formalism (BMF) [3]. In practice, these operations are applied to vectors
and arrays, rather than lists and nested lists, which is a source of diculties.
For example, consider the operation of (left-)folding a function, of type
fold : (! ! )! ! []! ;
where [] represents lists with entries of type . This operation is fully polymor-
phic in the choice of ;  and the choice of the function f being folded. However,
even sequential implementations of non-associative functions f support two distinct
implementations. Consider two folds over a list of lists of integers. In the rst case,
f= zipop + performs a pointwise addition of lists, so that the fold is summing columns
of a matrix. Assuming that all the inner lists have the same length, we can use a single
storage location to hold all the partial sums created during execution. In the second
case f= append appends its arguments. Now each intermediate value will typically
be larger than the one before, and so require fresh storage. How can one distinguish
these two cases? Unfortunately, the list calculus does not support any reasonable mech-
anism for determining when a fold can be implemented in the more ecient fashion.
In general, one would have to compute the shape of each intermediate value in turn,
which is impractical. When the issue arises, it is likely to be handled by creating two
skeletons, with the former limited to operations on datum types, such as addition or
multiplication of oats. This increases the complexity of the language while destroying
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some of its polymorphism, passes responsibility back to the programmer, and would
still not handle the summation of matrix columns above. Note that the problem here
arises even in the sequential setting, and is not about parallel issues such as associa-
tivity of the operation in question. However, it is essential to resolve these issues for
overall performance.
There are also discrepancies when it comes to data distributions. Standard matrix
distributions such as block decomposition, and redistributions such as transposition are
only partial functions on nested lists, and not very natural ones at that. Hence, the
list calculations must be decorated with side conditions to ensure rectangularity. This
compromises the simplicity of the equational reasoning, and obscures other issues. For
example, when the block size does not divide evenly into the array size the resulting
distribution is not quite regular. A list-based analysis does not automatically expose
this irregularity which requires special handling in practice.
The main thesis of this paper is that these problems in dening, manipulating and
costing parallel programs can all be ameliorated, if not eliminated, by integrating an
additional abstraction into our languages, namely the shapes of data structures [11,12].
Shapes describe such things as the size in each dimension of an array, from which
other properties such as the size of the data structure can be determined.
Shape theory denes a vector to be a list whose entries all have the same shape. The
distinction vanishes when the entries are of datum type, e.g. integers, which must all
have the same shape, but becomes manifest as soon as the entries have structure, e.g.
are themselves arrays. For example, the entries in a vector of vectors must all have
the same length, as in a matrix. This uniformity simplies many issues, and not just
those of how to store or access an array. For example, consider fold f x ys where ys
is an array. It can be implemented using a single auxiliary storage cell if f x y has
the same shape as x for every entry y in ys. If ys is a list then the number of checks
to be made is linear in its length, which is impractical, but if ys is an array then its
entries all have the same shape, say, sh and so it suces to prove that
#f #x sh=#x;
where # represents the shape of each term, whether function or data. Thus, we have
#(zipop +) #x #y= if #x=#y then #x else error;
where error is used to represent the occurrence of a shape error. Where the argument
corresponds to a matrix we can use a single storage location. On the other hand,
#append #x #y
will not be #x unless y is nil. Hence dierent storage is required for the result.
It follows that a single combinator can be used for general folding and its more ecient
form if the compiler is able to check the shape equation above.
A similar story applies to data distributions. Nested data structures can be used to
represent distributed data, so that the array distributions are easily described as total
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functions, provided that one has made the necessary allowance for the imperfections
of integer division.
Finally, the problems of costing show that models need explicit shape information
to produce accurate results. In general, shapes may depend on run-time data, which
would make cost analysis an expensive proposition. However, many of the algorithms
targetted for parallelisation, e.g. those on dense arrays, have a predictable eect on
shapes. That is, the shape of the result is determined by the shapes of the inputs, and
so the program is shapely. In such cases static shape analysis can underpin static cost
analysis.
In general, a non-shapely program can be decomposed into a sequence of subpro-
grams in which all intermediate shapes can be determined but not that of the result.
Then shape analysis can be conducted at the beginning of each sub-program, i.e. at
each reshaping point. It should be possible to make most reshaping points coincide
with necessary barrier synchronisations and data redistributions, so that the cost of
analysis will be small compared to its benets. Future work will allow for non-shapely
programs, but the key ideas can be explored in the shapely case, which will be our
focus in this paper.
The FISh programming language [14,18] is designed to support static shape analysis.
It is a sequential language of nested arrays that supports both imperative and functional
programming styles. The key BMF operations and array distributions have all been
eciently encoded within it as polydimensional functions. That is, they can act on
arrays of any number of dimensions, and any size in each dimension. Shape theory is
also used to support various optimisations, e.g. recognising when a fold is actually a
reduction. It has a fully formal operational semantics [13] and an informal denotational
semantics [15] yet is competitive with C for eciency, and signicantly faster in the
polymorphic setting [16].
The second goal of this paper is to outline some design principles for a data parallel
version of FISh in which the power of the BMF operations and array distributions are
enhanced by means of shape analysis. Ultimately, the two languages will combine as
a co-ordination language in which individual processors convert the parallel primitives
into FISh code for local computation.
The third goal of the paper is to sketch how shape analysis can be used to automate
cost analysis in the parallel setting. The cost analysis should be modular, and easily
adjusted to handle dierent hardware parameters. These goals can be met by using a
cost monad [17]. Monads have become a standard tool in functional programming for
handling local state and input=output behaviour [24,32]. This approach to cost analysis
not only meets the criteria outlined above, but allows the choice of hardware parameters
to be modied for the particular machine, e.g. to allow for cache eects, etc. That is,
the manufacturer of the machine need only specify their choice of hardware parameters
and their values, and use them to cost the parallel primitives; actual programs need
not be changed at all.
The outline of the rest of the paper is as follows. Examples that show the need for
shape information in costing are given in Section 2. Section 3 surveys key aspects of
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FISh whose parallelisation is discussed in Section 4. Section 5 illustrates the ideas using
a polymorphic, multi-dimensional solver for dierence equations. Section 6 considers
parallel cost models based on shape analysis. Section 7 draws conclusions and considers
future work.
2. Costs, sizes and shapes
This section will present some examples to show that a compositional cost modelling
of parallel programs requires knowledge of shapes as well as hardware, and that ob-
taining shape information requires an analysis that is too complex to be performed by
hand. For deniteness, we will use the bulk synchronous programming (BSP) model
of hardware parameters though some other models would serve equally well.
BSP divides parallel computation into an alternating series of work steps (on individ-
ual processors) and bulk communication steps, separated by barrier synchronisations.
The cost of a work step is given by the maximum number of elementary computations
per processor, multiplied by the time W for one computation, which we will normalise
to 1. The number of processors is p. Barrier synchronisation has a xed latency cost
L and the cost of bulk communication is the maximum number of packets sent or
received by any processor multiplied by the marginal cost g of sending a packet.
Now let us consider three examples that illustrate the need to automate shape
calculations.
2.1. Compositionality of programs
The shape calculation for a matrix multiplication is quite easy: the product of an
mn and an np matrix is mp. Now generalise to consider the multiplication of a
sequence of matrices (the matrix parenthetisation problem, [20]). Matrix multiplication
is associative, and the dierent orders of multiplication have wildly dierent work costs,
so that one must analyse the shapes to nd the best order. The result of the analysis
determines the shapes of the intermediate matrices, and the overall work cost of the
program. This simple example shows that the computation of intermediate shapes is
necessary and non-trival.
2.2. Redistribution
Cost minimisation must take into account the whole program. This is best seen
when trying to control redistributions. It frequently happens that the output of one
computation step must be redistributed to match the requirements of the next step. Of
course, the cost of a redistribution is highly dependent on the shape of the structure.
Even more importantly, signicant speed-up can be achieved by changing the choices of
distribution in ways that may increase the work cost in order to reduce communication
costs. Consider for example, a sequence of matrix multiplications. Just as the work costs
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can be minimised by correct choices, the overall cost may be reduced by non-trivial
distribution choices, based on precise knowledge of shapes.
2.3. Decomposition of data structures
Now let us consider the mapping of a function f across all entries of an array.
A fundamental granularity problem is to decide whether to distribute the data or to
perform all computations on a single processor. Distribution will be cheaper if
L+ 2  bsize  g+ c(f)  bsize<c(f)  size;
where size is the size of the inputs, bsize is the size of the blocks to be distributed
and c(f) is the cost of performing f on one entry. This is a succinct and accu-
rate expression of the comparative costs. Let us consider a by-hand evaluation by the
programmer.
1. We may approximate by taking bsize= size=p so that collecting the work terms
yields
L+ 2  size=p  g< c(f)  size  (p− 1)=p
< c(f)  size:
2. Guess whether the latency or marginal cost of communication dominates.
3. If the latency dominates then the relevant inequality becomes
L<c(f)  size:
4. Otherwise it can be simplied to
2  g<c(f)  p:
This hand calculation is adequate if the programmer is in possession of all the infor-
mation, but is likely to be erroneous if used as a costing for mapping in general. Step 1
assumes that the array divides neatly into p blocks and that p−1=p is approximately 1.
The latter assumption may produce large errors if p is small. Even on a massively
parallel machine, divide-and-conquer skeletons will generate many instances of the op-
eration above, some of which will be performed on only one or two processors. Step 2
depends on machine parameters, so that any decision here by the programmer com-
promises portability. The two nal estimates illustrate the dependence on both the size
and the cost of the function being mapped. If f is a simple numerical function then
its cost is easily estimated. However, if f is itself an array operation, e.g. quicksort,
then its cost will be a function that depends on the size of its arguments. Hence the
cost calculus must also be higher order, able to handle cost functions as parameters.
We would like to be able to cost skeletons and other library functions but the
examples above show that it is unrealistic to expect hand calculations to be able to
cope with all of the shape parameters involved without some automation. Merely adding
extra skeletons is unlikely to be able to cover all the possibilities. The next section
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Fig. 1. The raw FISh types.
considers how to automate the static analysis of shapes in a programming language,
as a preliminary to using them in a formal cost model.
3. FISh
FISh [13,18,19] 1 is a sequential language of nested, nite-dimensional, regular ar-
rays which supports static analysis of all array shapes, and uses this compile programs
into simple imperative code, e.g. readable C code. (It follows that it easy to embed
native code within the language, too.) The speed of the resulting programs is compa-
rable to that of hand-coded C, signicantly faster in polymorphic situations, and about
an order of magnitude faster than the fastest functional languages in the presence of
even one higher-order function [16].
Many design issues can be explored at the level of types, given in Fig. 1. The array
types  and the shape types  form the collection of data types . Data types represent
storable values, as opposed to the phrase types  which represent meaningful program
fragments. While every storable value yields a program expression, phrases include
commands and functions which are not storable; there are no arrays of commands or
functions.
Datum types  represent atomic storable values. Array types  are either array type
variables X , datum types or arrays [] of some array type . More precisely, [] rep-
resents nite-dimensional, regular arrays whose entries are of type . Zero-dimensional
arrays represent a point, or single value of type .
Every datum-type  has a corresponding shape type, called ~, with a value ~n
for every value n : . The shape values will be computed statically, as compile-time
constants. Often ~n will be written as n when the context makes it clear that a shape
is required. The type size= ~int of sizes is used to represent the length, or size, of an
array in a given dimension. The type fact= ~bool is used for static booleans, or facts,
which are useful for expressing properties of shapes. The type cost= ~float is the type
of static oating point numbers, used in cost analysis.
The other shape types are of the form # which represents the shapes of arrays of
type . The values of such a type correspond to lists of sizes (one for each dimension)
paired with the common shape of the array entries, as described in the previous section.
1 This paper is based on FISh version 1.
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Phrase-type variables U , are used to express polymorphism. Their shapes are written
#U . Data types are used to construct phrase types in two distinct ways. Each data type
 yields a type exp  of expressions of type  whose terms are program fragments
representing values of such a type. We often write  for exp . Each array type 
yields a type var  of phrase variables of type .
Phrase variables (or just \variables" when the context is clear) represent assignable
quantities, like reference types. This assignability is inherited by entries. If x : var [] is
a vector variable and i : int then x[i] : var  is an integer variable. Thus, FISh supports
assignable arrays, as well as assignable atoms. Consequently, one is able to dene
polymorphic array operations, such as mapping and reducing, which work for arrays
of arbitrary shape. The compiler determines the shapes of the arrays involved, and
these operations are then converted into for-loops. There are no assignable shapes in
FISh as shapes are xed during compilation.
The type comm of commands represents operations that modify the store, such as
assignments. The function type 1 ! 2 represents functions from 1 to 2.
FISh supports Hindley{Milner style polymorphism through type schemes  obtained
by quantifying over array and phrase type variables. The scheme 8X: represents
quantication by a data type variable X and 8U: represents quantication by a
phrase type variable U .
The syntax for FISh terms is essentially that of the Hindley{Milner type system
[23].
t ::= x j c j x:t j t t j t where x = t:
The only dierence is that where-expressions are preferred over let-expressions because
evaluation is call-by-name, not by value. This is essential for proper handling of pro-
cedures (command arguments should not be evaluated before substitution). Currently,
the FISh compiler in-lines all function calls anyway. This simplies shape analysis
and in a data-oriented setting often produces signicant speed-up with little or no code
expansion. Of course, for complex functions in-lining may not be appropriate: future
versions of FISh will be able to avoid this while still computing all shapes.
The novelty in the term language lies in the choice of constants, which reect the
intended meaning of the types. Rather than listing them all again here, let us focus on
two issues.
Shapely programs are distinguished by their use of conditionals [11,27]. If the con-
dition only depends on shape information then it can be resolved statically, and there
is nothing to worry about. However, if the condition depends on run-time data then the
choice of branch is not known statically, so that the shape of the result could be that
of either branch. Shapeliness is maintained by requiring that in this case both branches
have the same shape. This is automatic if the branches are of datum type, e.g. are
integers (and so has no impact on numerical calculations) but is non-trivial if they
are data structures, e.g. arrays. This restriction on conditionals is a rather mild one for
parallel programming with regular data structures.
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Now let us consider some syntactic sugar for an array shape. By this is meant
the number of its dimensions, or rank, its size in each dimension, and the common
shape of its array. For example, the shape of an mn matrix of integers x is given by
fm; n : int shapeg : #[int]. That is, the shape is given by a comma-separated list of sizes
in each dimension, followed by a colon, and then the common shape of all the entries.
The sizes are listed from the outermost dimension on the left to innermost on the right.
int shape is the unique integer shape. The type #[int] is that of the shapes of arrays
of integers. By contrast, a vector of length m of vectors of length n of integers has
shape fm : n : int shapeg : #[[int]]. Note the dierences in both the type and the shape.
Let us take a glance at a couple of examples. The map function is dened using
functions that describe its action on shapes, and how to produce the nested for-loops
necessary to compute all the values. Its action on shapes leaves the outer shape of the
array unchanged, but applies the shape of the function to the shape of the array entries.
One way of describing this is given by
#map = f; x:extendShape x (f (zeroShape x)):
Here f and x represent the shapes of the function and array arguments to map, not
their actual values, zeroShape extracts the common shape of the arrays entries, while
extendShape y z constructs an array shape whose dimensions and size are those of
y and whose entry shape is that of z. For example,
#extendShapef2; 3 : int shapeg f4 : int shapeg= f2; 3 : 4 : int shapeg:
Here is how fold is dened in terms of reduce.
let fold f x y =
if #f #x (zeroShape #y) #= #x
then reduce f x y
else primrec : : : .
That is, if the result of applying f to x and an entry of y has the same shape as
x then perform a reduction, else unwind the fold using a primitive recursion. The
shape equality (#=) and the primitive recursion combinator primrec are constants of
the language, while zeroShape and reduce are themselves dened in terms of much
simpler constants. Details can be found in the standard prelude for the language.
4. Parallelising FISh
The rest of the paper outlines how one might use shapes, and specically FISh
to construct a data parallel language with a cost model. This is the focus of current
research, and not yet stable. Nevertheless, a discussion of the design principles may
serve to illustrate the potential of shapes in this area.
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A number of issues confront the developer of a parallel programming language. One
of these is that there should be no performance loss on a uni-processor. As most se-
quential functional languages are signicantly slower than their imperative counterparts,
this has lead to the development of hybrid co-ordination languages, such as SCL [1,7],
which employ a functional co-ordination language that marshals sequential imperative
code, e.g. Fortran or C on the individual processors.
Fortunately, FISh already supports an ecient imperative programming style as well
as polymorphic, higher-order functions. Of course, the imperative features make it
dicult to reason about programs, and this is a major issue when trying to optimise a
parallel program, where an equational reasoning style is very desirable.
One solution is to extract a purely functional sub-language of FISh and extend it
with a family of second-order constants which support the key data parallel operations,
such as BMF operations and standard data distributions. For the purposes of this paper
it is enough to consider phrase type of the form
 ::= exp  j   j ! ;
where  0 is their product.
Shape and cost analysis during compilation will produce an ecient data distribution,
while individual processors will convert these combinators into ecient, imperative,
FISh programs for local execution. Let us consider some of the design issues.
To parallelise FISh requires a means of specifying how data structures are dis-
tributed across processors, i.e. of matching the shape of the data structure to the shape
of the processor network. This is often achieved by introducing another level of struc-
ture. Most fundamental is to have the programmer take responsibility for choosing the
distribution, e.g. by rows, blocks or cyclic, etc. in HPF [6], or using a distribution
algebras [29]. A more exible approach has the programmer indicate the need for dis-
tribution, i.e. decide granularity issues, but leave the choice to the implementation, e.g.
using distribution types [21]. FISh is able to take this simplication one step further,
and represent distributions within the existing type structure.
A distribution for an array of type [] can be given by an array of type [[]] where
the outer structure (or outer shape) represents a virtual array of processors, and the inner
structure represents the blocks appearing on each processor. This identication of distri-
butions with the outermost level of shape simplies the language, makes the parallelism
implicit, rather than explicit, and is extensible to more complex memory hierarchies,
where extra levels may represent either levels of cache or layers in a distributed system.
In order to make the parallelism even more implicit, one can adopt the following
three principles in distributing data.
1. The outer shape of an array and the hardware parameters determine how it will be
distributed.
2. Array entries are never distributed.
3. Arrays will be distributed into blocks of approximately cubical shape.
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Fig. 2. Some array combinators.
1. Brings several key benets. In particular, there is no need to align structures
having the same shape, and program composition does not trigger data redistributions.
This does not eliminate the need for data movement, but makes it part of the overall
problem of optimisation, to be alleviated using the cost model. Note that the essential
hardware parameters are those describing processor topology. In the BSP model, this
reduces to just the number of processors.
2. Allows the program to enforce locality. For example, distribution of an array of
type [] can be prevented by making it the sole entry of a zero-dimensional array
of type [[]]. Similarly, each block in a decomposition must be stored on a single
processor.
3. This choice minimizes the number of possible communications to nearest neigh-
bours that will cross block boundaries. Using a geometric analogy, this approach min-
imises the surface area between cubical blocks, which is a length, area, or higher
dimensional volume. If some matrix problem emphasises communication along, say,
rows then a row block decomposition can be obtained by explicit decomposition into
a vector of vectors, of type [[]] at which point the default distribution will have the
desired eect. Note that this approach is slightly more general than that of Skillicorn
[28] which only considers the outermost dimension of the array. In many cases, the
desired distribution emerges naturally from the algorithm. For example, if one is apply-
ing operations to the rows of a matrix then to express the algorithm in a type-correct
manner requires introduction of the appropriate row-based distributions.
Fig. 2 contains some examples of possible combinators that have already been en-
coded in FISh.
The term map f a applies the function f to each entry of a. The term fold f a b
performs the left fold of f over all the entries of the array. If a and b have the same
outer shape then zipop f a b produces an array of this outer shape, whose entries are
obtained by applying f to the corresponding entries of a and b.
The other combinators are for distributions. Examples of their actions of shapes are
given in Fig. 3. implodeType removes a level of nesting in the type structure and
explodeType is its partial inverse whose rst parameter determines how many di-
mensions are to go to the outermost layer. implodeShape attens the shape to be
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Fig. 3. Shapes of some distributions.
one-dimensional (without changing the type). Its partial inverse is explodeShape.
block sh a performs a block decomposition of a where the shape of the array of
blocks is given by sh. For example block sh a requires that the ranks of sh and a
be the same and will report a shape error if they dier. Future developments in FISh
may support irregular data types, such as lists and trees, at which time we can imagine
a result in which dierent blocks have dierent sizes. unblock is the partial inverse
of block. Applying transpose ~0 ~1 specialises to the usual matrix transposition. More
generally, it swaps two dimensions of a nite-dimensional array.
This suite of distributions is not complete, but is certainly able to generate a wide
variety of the most popular distributions. For example, by varying the choice of sh
in block sh one can produce row or column block decompositions, etc. Similarly, a
block cyclic distribution can be created by rst exploding the shape (when applied to
a vector, the shape explosion will produce a matrix whose columns are to go on the
same processor) and then taking a column block decomposition.
Thus far, the distributions primitives mentioned can all be justied using basic prin-
ciples of shape theory, but stencils
stencil inner : #[]! #[]! []! [[]];
stencil outer : (! )! #[]! #[]! []! [[]];
so prominent in, say, ZPL [33] or distribution algebras, require more complex
justication. They are best explained using examples. Consider a matrix of shape
f9,9 : int shapeg from which we wish to produce a matrix whose entries are ar-
rays of nearest neighbours of the entries of the original. The result is a matrix of 3 3
matrices, but how big should it be? What happens at the boundary?
If all neighbourhoods are to be lled with existing data then use an inner stencil
stencil inner f1; 1 : int shapeg f1; 1 : int shapeg;
whose result is a matrix of shape f7; 7 : 3; 3 : int shapeg. The rst two parameters to
stencil inner specify the osets to the left (and above) and the right (and below) of
the dening entry of the stencil. (One parameter would only dene the overall shape
of the stencil, without determining which entry is the centre of attention.) For example,
stencil inner f0; 0 : int shapeg f2; 2 : int shapeg:
also produces 3 3 neighbourhoods but now the key entry is in the top-left position.
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Alternatively, we may require the stencil to produce an array of the same shape
as the original. For our example above this would be f9; 9 : 3; 3 : int shapeg. Thus
new entries must be found for the boundary. One possibility is to use null entries,
even though this will add some overheads during execution. Here we adopt a dierent
approach, by requiring that boundary values be supplied by the user. Commonly, the
boundary value will either be a xed constant, e.g. 0 or be the value of the nearest
existing entry. These two situations are generalised by supplying a function f for
computing the boundary value from the nearest edge value. It is applied from the
innermost dimensions to the outermost (so that the \corners" of a k-dimensional array
are computed by k applications of f). This result is achieved using stencil outer.
The existence of functions like block shows that the nested array types of FISh
are powerful enough to represent data distributions, and to do so without mentioning
processors. This is a fundamental simplication since the use of a separate language to
describe distributions makes reasoning about distributions, and their relationship to pro-
grams, much harder for both programmers and compilers. In particular, the richness of
the shape language means that the choice of sh in block sh a can reect arbitrary shape
information available during compilation, that is not normally part of the treatment of
distributions, or if so, is hidden within the internal workings of the compiler.
In addition to these we will invoke a couple of functions that will be taken as given
for our example below.
dist : []! [[]];
exchange : (! )! #[]! #[]! [[]]! [[]];
dist embodies the rst distribution principle listed above: when applied to some shape
fs1; s2; : : : ; sk : shg : #[] it produces a block decomposition using as outer shape
the \optimal" k-dimensional array with at most p entries, where p is the number of
processors available. Determining the truly optimal array shape can be surprisingly
complex, and it may be better to approximate it using a simpler calculation, but at
least this can be automated independently from its use.
exchange is used to construct outer stencils of distributed arrays. When using
exchange b l r x each of the inner arrays of x is given a halo whose size is de-
termined by the two osets l and r. Halo positions are lled by values from adjacent
inner arrays when appropriate or are computed using b otherwise.
The general theory of shapes oers some guidance on the choice of distribution
primitives as in Fig. 2, but do not appear to give any guidance as to whether, say,
stencilling or exchanging is a more fundamental operation. Further insights are required.
5. Example: dierence equations
Dierence equations have various uses, such as solving dierential equations. New
values of array entries are computed as a function of neighbouring entries, the
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processing continuing until stable. FISh supports a dierence equation solver which
is generic in the choice of dierence equation, the choice of boundary function and
the shape of the neighbourhood used.
Often, it is possible to describe the neighbourhoods desired without committing to
the rank of the inital array. For example, to act on nearest neighbours it suces to
produce a function ones : #[a]! #[a] which will take an array shape in k dimensions
and produce a k-dimensional hypercube whose sides all have length 1. For example,
ones f9; 9 : int shapeg = f1; 1 : int shapeg:
Now (map f) :(stencil outer b l r) represents a single step of the solution to the
dierence equation where b; l and r are the boundary function, left and right osets,
as above. For the distributed case, we can use equational reasoning to convert this to
another form, as follows: rst apply dist to distribute the array into blocks, then use
an exchange to obtain data from neighbouring blocks, followed by an inner stencil, a
nested mapping and then unblock.
[a]





























exch b l r−−−−−−−−−−−−! [[a]] map (sti l r)−−−−−−−−−−−−![[[a]]] map (map f)−−−−−−−−−−−−![[a]]:
sti; sto and exch are short forms for inner and outer stencilling, and exchange. Further,
we can reorganise the lower edge by equational reasoning about mapping to combine
the two work steps as
map (mapf:stencil inner l r):(exchange b l r):
6. Cost analysis
The cost of programs will be expressed as a function of the shape of the inputs and
the hardware parameters. This cost can be represented using the type cost of static
oats to represent time taken. Of course, we can augment this by other parameters to
represent space, etc. The hardware parameters can be represented by a tuple of static
values of type H . For example, the BSP parameters are (p; L; g) : size cost cost.
Thus, if f : []! [] is a function then its cost is given by a function
#[]! H ! cost:
A moment’s thought will show that this is not enough for a compositional analysis, as
any following operation needs to know the shape of the result of f, too, as given by
shape analysis. So the cost of a function should be [17]
#[]! #[] (H ! cost):
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As cost is a commutative monoid under addition, the functor M =   (H ! cost)
is a commutative monad [24,32] whose operations are computed pointwise. Thus the
addition of costs for composite functions can be computed using the usual laws of
monadic composition. The situation is slightly more complicated when f is a higher-
order function, as each function argument must carry its own cost information. To
capture this we must insert an application of M to each function appearing in a type,
as follows. First dene M0() by
M0(exp ) = exp #;
M0( 0) = M0()M0(0);
M0(! 0) = M0()! M (M0(0)):
Now c(t) must be dened for each term so that if t :  then c(t) : MM0(). Details of
this approach follow the pattern in [17]. As the details of the language design are not
xed, there is no point in trying to be exhaustive here. Rather, let us consider a few
examples.
Consider map f x. The default is that x is already distributed over the array of
virtual processors. So the cost of mapping is given by the cost of applying f to a
single entry of x multiplied by the size of a block. The full description of
c(map) : M ((! M)! M ([]! M [])
requires cost information for both map and mapf. As both terms are irreducible at
run-time, the costs are both zero (as functions of the hardware parameters). In these
cases, it is useful to have a notation to suppress the zero costs. Dene
0x:t = hx:t; h:0i:
Thus, the complete description of the cost of mapping is
c(map) = 0f:0x:h#map (fst:f) x; h:(snd (f (zeroShape x)) h)  b(x; h)i;
where b(x; h) is the size of the blocks of x with respect to the hardware h. Obviously,
this is a bit cumbersome to handle manually, but is intended for automatic evaluation.
Folding of an associative operation will have three cost components: rst the lo-
cal fold, as in mapping, second the folding of the partial results, which will require
inter-processor communication, and then redistribution of the result. The rst step will
have a cost formula similar to that for map above. The second raises an interesting
question. Should all of the partial results be sent to a single processor in one step
for nal reduction, or should there be a number of steps logarithmic in the number
of processors? As with reduction, analysis will support a variety of implementations
here, but now determined by costs rather than purely shape-theoretic concerns. The
third step is necessary because folding has stripped one layer of the array structure,
so that the result, unlike the entries from which it was constructed, is now free to be
distributed.
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The term zipop f x y is only well shaped if x and y have the same outer shape.
According to the design principles above it follows that they are distributed the same
way, so that data alignment is automatic. too. Thus the cost of zipop is computed just
as that of map is.
These examples show that a shape-based cost model will support a more detailed
cost analysis than has previously been possible. Costing of individual combinators will
be as complex as the class of algorithms that can be used to implement them, and
can be expected to change as new implementations are supported. However, the way
in which such costs are combined when constructing programs will be quite stable, so
that all eort will be localised.
7. Conclusions
While it is obvious that the cost of a program depends upon the size of its inputs, cost
models for parallel programming have till now focussed on changes to the hardware
rather than variability due to changes to the shape of the imputs. However, we have
seen that these must be given proper consideration within the cost calculus if the latter
is to be of practical use with a language in which programs are built from well-costed
components and data structures may be distributed. Further, the FISh programming
language shows that static calculation of shapes can be made for a signicant class
of programs. The challenge is now to extend these ideas to a parallel language along
the lines described above, and also to see if they can be incorporated within existing
languages, whether functional or imperative.
General principles of the language design show that FISh types are able to support
both data types and their distributions, using a powerful class of polymorphic skele-
tons that support equational reasoning principles. The intended cost calculus will be
constructed from a combination of shape analysis and monadic programming. Future
work will complete the language design and implementation so that these ideas can be
tested experimentally.
Thus shape theory is contributing to all of the goals of the skeleton research program.
It supports the integration of array distributions into a clearer conceptual framework,
and opens the way for equational reasoning about them. The resulting cost models
not only support meaningful cost comparisons, but suggest that fairly exact costs can
be estimated. From this position we can look forward to automating the search for
ecient data distributions within the compiler. There is every prospect of extracting
useful, implicit parallelism from sequetial programs by this technique.
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